Radio Conversion Process to the new 2007 board PWC M/S

9/8/14

Conversion kit will not work with 110 Volt coil contactors. Your unit must have a transformer as shown in the diagram, not an outlet style
calculator power supply. Unit can’t be made into a Auto-Stop due to 110 ac volts limits you will need to buy whole new system.
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spray, crimpers, drill and 5/8 in bit, crescent wrench for switches and tape .
You must follow all steps to insure proper operation. Failure to do so could
ORG result in injury to you or damage to the remote or the lift.
1. Test your old unit. Make sure manual up/down switch works.
2. Turn off the main power to dock. Check that unit does not operate.
RED3. Remove four screws to gain access to the controls. Remove the up/down switch and
Transformer
auto switch(if so equipped). Plug these holes You must remove all auto-stop orange
wires and old limit wires if equipped.
4. Remove the circuit receiver board from GEM unit. Remove antenna wire (black
wire taped to the side of the box).
Note: Some old units are hard wired into the GEM box and some newer units have
a white plug with 6 wires that resembles the new wire harness. You will need to
replace your old harness with the new 5 wire white plug. If your old unit has small
orange wires you will need to remove them and take off the aux lock downs if you had
an old auto-stop unit. You have an option of cutting the white wire approximately 4
inches from the old board(1” from the plug) or you can remove the white wire from the
contactor and add the new white wires in it’s place. If this unit was an auto-stop
remove the blue and red wires from the contactors and use the white jumper wire in
their place. You will also need to add the transformer wire to the white wire on the
bottom contactor. The old black limit wire will also need to be removed.
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5. The white wire should give the new board 24 Volts. Note: The transformer might have different color wires than what is shown
here. It makes no difference what color wire is connected. The white gets power through a jumper wire on the contactor. Make
sure that this is the case
6. Cut the other transformer wire that was attached to the black (+yellow & red very old) small wires from the old board. Cut off
the old butt splice at the red transformer wire (blue). Crimp on the new black wire (using red butt splice) to the red transformer
wire (blue ).
7. You should now have only have 2 old wires attached to the top and the bottom contactor. Remove only 1 wire at a time and
replace with the same color wire. The yellow wire from the up/down switch gets replaced with the new yellow then do the same for
the red wire.
8. Plug the new board into the new harness and attach to the top of box or in the same spot as the old board. It is advisable to have
the LEDS facing outward. You might have to turn a stand off if it is in the way. You are going to need to drill a hole in the side or
the front of the box. Make sure the membrane is in a spot that is easy to operate and make sure the tail can reach the receiver
board. Also make sure when you drill the hole that it will not hit anything on the inside. Drill the hole in the exact spot that the tail
leave the back of the sticker. It is advised to stick the new board to same spot you put the membrane switch . This will strain relief
the tail also tape the tail on the inside of the cover or side wall to protect it from ripping if opened quickly. use the double stick tape
to adhere to the box. Tape the antenna to the side of the box, make sure the antenna wire is as straight as possible. Do not cut
antenna wire.
9. Attach the membrane switch tail to the board one side of the tail is marked # 1 is and it should go on the left, test the switches
if only one button works then reverse the tail.
10. When you turn on the GEM system you should see a red LED flash. The transmitter should have been programmed by Gem
Remotes. If your new three button blue transmitter, press the learn button. The Learn LED will light up on the receiver board.
Press the stop button on the remote. The learn LED inside the box should flash the remote should now work. Only three button
transmitters (7240) will work with this unit.
Parts: PWC m/s, 2 face card plugs, 7240, sp-7004, sph-7004 double tape.

